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Abstract— In this paper, we investigate the outage performance
of cognitive wireless relay networks where source nodes communicate to their destinations via multiple hops facilitated by
intermediate cognitive nodes able to acquire spectrum holes.
Specifically, we consider a model that consists of a source node, a
destination node, and a group of network clusters each consisting
of a number of cognitive (unlicensed) relay nodes and a primary
(licensed) node. Cognitive nodes relay information from the
source depending on their geographical proximity and their ability to acquire the spectrum hole successfully. We investigate the
high SNR approximation of the outage probability of the resulting
two-hop system to obtain the diversity order. We show that full
diversity is achieved only if each relay node successfully identifies
the spectrum hole unoccupied by the corresponding primary node
in the cluster, and that the diversity order can be significantly less
for imperfect spectrum acquisition. Thus, we set out to improve
the outage performance by incorporating a specific intra-cluster
cooperation scheme where neighboring cognitive relay nodes in
a cluster collaborate with a desired cognitive relay node. We
show that the combination of this intra-cluster cooperation along
with the system level cooperation via relaying through cognitive
nodes improves the outage performance significantly, and the full
diversity can be achieved if the proper number of neighboring
relay nodes participate in the intra-cluster cooperation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the increasingly wide deployment of high speed
wireless networks for services such as mobile internet and
multi-media applications, the demand for spectrum is expected
to grow rapidly in the near future. The allocation of the spectrum currently is regulated. The spectrum bands are licensed
and sharing of bands is not allowed. Because this inflexible
spectrum allocation policy may result in the underutilization
of overall spectrum [1], more flexible alternatives for better
utilization of the spectrum should be sought.
Cognitive radios are amenable to employ a more open
spectrum policy [2], [3]. A cognitive radio allows a unlicensed
user to access a spectrum hole unoccupied by a primary
(licensed) user. By doing so, spectrum utilization can be
improved significantly while reducing the white spaces in
the spectrum [3]. A requirement for this system is seamless
operation; thus, the cognitive users must detect the presence
of the spectrum hole, i.e., equivalently, detect the presence
of the primary users transmission [3], [4]. The common

approach for detecting these unknown signals is to use an
energy detector: whose performance has been investigated for
various channel conditions in [5], [6]. Recent research effort
investigates cooperative spectrum sensing where a group of
neighboring nodes cooperate with a desired cognitive user. It
has been shown that the cooperative spectrum sensing provides
more reliable and faster detection of primary users [7]–[9].
Future wireless networks will continue to evolve towards
allowing mobile nodes to communicate without the need of
infrastructure while providing more reliability and capacity
increase. To that end, relay networks, where a source node is
assisted by intermediate nodes offer a significant performance
gain advantage [10]–[14].
Inspired by these two futuristic aspects of wireless networks,
i.e., cognitive radios and relay networks, in this paper, we
investigate a cognitive wireless relay network which is defined
by a source node, a destination node, and a group of network
clusters each of which consists of a number of cognitive relay
nodes and a primary node. We assume that the cognitive relay
nodes are grouped as clusters based on their geographical
proximity. Specifically, we aim to understand the impact of
spectrum acquisition performance of the cognitive relay nodes
on the outage performance of this system. We analyze the
high SNR approximation of the outage performance in order
to examine the diversity order of these networks.
We consider three different scenarios depending on the spectrum acquisition capability of a cognitive relay node in each
cluster. First, we consider the scenario where the cognitive
relay node always acquires the spectrum hole successfully
whenever it is available, and observe that with this idealistic
setup, full diversity is achieved. However, for the realistic
scenario where spectrum acquisition is not always guaranteed1 , we observe that the outage performance is dependent
on the spectrum acquisition capability of the relay nodes.
Motivated by this performance deficiency of the imperfect
spectrum acquisition scenario, we propose an intra-cluster
cooperation scheme which exploits the idea of cooperative
1 Henceforth we refer to this scenario as the imperfect spectrum acquisition
scenario.
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spectrum sensing [7] to improve the spectrum acquisition
capability. It is shown that if we allow neighboring nodes
in each cluster to collaborate with the potential relay node,
the outage performance is improved and full diversity can
be achieved when a proper number of neighboring nodes
participate in the intra-cluster cooperation.
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We consider a cognitive wireless relay network where a
source node is assisted by a number of relay nodes. The relay
nodes are cognitive (unlicensed) users and are grouped in
clusters, based on their geographical proximity. Each cluster
consists of a number of cognitive relay nodes (a potential relay
node and neighboring relay nodes) and one primary (licensed)
node, all capable of communicating over different frequency
bands. The system model is depicted in Figure 1. Among the
nodes in a cluster, one node is chosen as a potential relay
node and can assist the source node, if the potential node
can both decode the message from the source, and acquire the
spectrum hole unoccupied by its primary user successfully. We
define the relaying set R(s) to be the set of successful potential
relays that meet both of these requirements. We assume that
the spectrum used by each primary user is non-overlapping.
The primary user broadcasts a beacon signal over a side
channel to inform relay nodes of the availability of a frequency
band. We note that even though the beacon requires additional
spectrum and power, it is resource efficient for the relay nodes
in that it prevents the potential nodes from browsing the entire
frequency range.
The communication takes place in two phases. In the first
phase, the source node broadcasts its information. In the
second phase, the successful potential relay nodes decode and
transmit it to the destination node over the acquired spectrum,
using the same codebook used in the source node, i.e., the
relays employ regenerative decode-and-forward (RDF).
The transmission of the potential relay nodes from different
clusters to the destination node is orthogonal because the
acquired spectra from different clusters are non-overlapping.
The received signal at each relay during the first phase is
(1)

where Xs is the transmitted signal from the source node. The
received signal at the destination during the first phase is
Yd = hsd Xs + Nsd
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Yri = hsri Xs + Nsri
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(2)

During the second phase, the destination receives the signal
from the successful potential relay node, in channel i, i.e.,
ri ∈ R(s):
(3)
Ydi = hri d Xri + Nri d
where Xri is the transmitted signal from the successful
potential relay node i. We assume that Xri contains the
information of the frequency range acquired from primary
node, so that the destination node knows which licensed
channels are used by the potential relay nodes. Nsri , Nsd , and
Nri d are receiver noise and modeled as zero-mean mutually
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independent, circularly symmetric, complex Gaussian random
variables with variance N0 , and hsri , hsd and hri d are the fading coefficients, which as zero-mean, independent, circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with variances
1/λsri , 1/λsd , and 1/λri d , respectively. The source and relays
all transmit with power P . Then, we define the received SNR
at the relay and the destination as,
γsri = SN R|hsri |2 , γsd = SN R|hsd |2 , γri d = SN R|hri d |2
(4)
where SN R = P/N0 W .
III. S PECTRUM ACQUISITION IN R AYLEIGH FADING
Since the potential relay nodes are cognitive users, it is
important that each potential relay node detects the unused
spectrum hole. Since the primary user broadcasts a beacon
whenever the spectrum is available, the spectrum detection
problem is a hypothesis testing problem with the following
two hypotheses:

Npr ,
H0
(5)
Ypr =
hpr Xp + Npr , H1
where H0 corresponds to the event where a spectrum hole is
not available, i.e., the beacon is not present and H1 corresponds to the event where a spectrum hole is available, i.e.,
the beacon is present. Ypr is the signal received by potential
relay node from its primary node, Xp is the transmitted beacon
signal, Npr is the received noise at the potential relay, and
hpr is a fading coefficient which is a zero-mean circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with 1/λpr .
We assume that each potential relay node performs energy
detection [5]–[9]. The expression for the probability of detection (Pd ) under a Rayleigh fading channel is given by [6]:
u−1
 k 
u−2
−λ  1
1 + λpr
λ
+
Pd =e 2
k! 2
λpr
k=0

k  (6)
u−2
−λ
−λ  1
λλpr
2(1+λpr )
2
× e
−e
k! 2(1 + λpr )
k=0

where u = T W is time-bandwidth product and an equal
bandwidth is assumed for all the licensed channels. λ is the
decision threshold found by the false-alarm probability, Pf as
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follows.

Γ(n, λ/2)
Pf =
Γ(n)

(7)

where Γ(.) and Γ(., .) are the complete and incomplete gamma
functions, respectively [15].

where |R(s)| is the cardinality of the set, R(s). Conditioned
on R(s), the outage probability is given by [14]

× λsd

IV. O UTAGE P ROBABILITY A NALYSIS
For a slow fading channel, an appropriate metric is the
outage capacity: one can talk about a tradeoff between the
outage probability and the supportable rate [16]. The outage
occurs when the mutual information falls below a certain rate.
For a rate R, the outage probability is defined as [16]
Pout = P r[I < R]

(8)

The high SNR analysis of the outage probability of a relay
network was developed in [13], [14]. In the sequel, we focus
on this limiting analysis of the outage probability for our
system model. Then, the mutual information is given by [14]:




I=


1
|hri d |2 
log 1 + SN R|hsd |2 + SN R
M +1

(9)

ri ∈R(s)

where all logarithms are base 2. M is the total number of
clusters. We note that |hsd |2 and |hri d |2 are exponentially
distributed with parameter λsd and λri d , respectively. The
outage probability is then given by

P r[I < R|R(s)]P r[R(s)]
(10)
Pout [I < R] =
R(s)

We consider three scenarios depending on the spectrum acquisition capability of cognitive relay nodes in each cluster.
1) Perfect Spectrum Acquisition: This is the idealistic
scenario where we assume that the potential relay nodes
always acquire the spectrum holes successfully whenever they
are available. Thus, this system is equivalent to a ”regular”
cooperative diversity scenario [13], [14] where relays have
dedicated resources. Its performance is considered for the
purpose of obtaining a benchmark, i.e., an upper bound on the
performance of a spectrum-sensing cognitive relay network. In
this case, the potential relay nodes are only required to meet
the decoding constraint given as


2(M +1)R − 1
(11)
P r[ri ∈ R(s)] = exp −λsri
SN R
Using the approximation technique developed in [14] as
SN R → ∞ we obtain


2(M +1)R − 1
exp −λsri
P r[R(s)] =
SN R
ri ∈R(s)



2(M +1)R − 1
1 − exp −λsri
×
SN R

∼

ri ∈R(s)

2(M +1)R − 1
SN R

2(M +1)R − 1
SN R

P r[I < R|R(s)] ∼

M −|R(s)|

λ ri d
ri ∈R(s)

|R(s)|+1

1
(|R(s)| + 1)!

(13)

Substituting (12) and (13) into (10), we get the outage probability for the perfect spectrum acquisition as
Pout ∼

2(M +1)R − 1
SN R

where ΓP is given by [14]

λ ri d
ΓP = λsd
R(s) ri ∈R(s)

M +1

ΓP

λsri
ri ∈R(s)

(14)

1
(|R(s)| + 1)!

(15)

where |R(s)| ∈ [0, M ]. We observe that the full diversity of
order M+1 is achieved. For λri d = λrd and λsri = λsr , ∀i,
ΓP is given by


M

M
|R(s)|
M −|R(s)|
(λsr )
λsd
(λrd )
|R(s)|
|R(s)|=0
(16)
1
×
(|R(s)| + 1)!
2) Imperfect Spectrum Acquisition: A more realistic scenario is that the potential relay nodes may not always be
able to acquire the spectrum hole successfully. In this case,
each potential relay node is required to meet the decoding
constraint and acquire the spectrum hole successfully. Then,
the probability of each relay being in the relaying set is


2(M +1)R − 1
(17)
P r[ri ∈ R(s)] = exp −λsri
Pd
SN R
where we assume that each relay node acquires the spectrum
hole with detection probability of Pd given in (6). The outage
probability becomes
Pout =

M 


P r[I < R|R(s), K = k]

(18)

k=0 R(s)

× P r[R(s)|K = k]P r[K = k]
where K is the number of successful potential relay nodes and
P r[K = k] and P r[R(s)|K = k] are given by


M
P r[K = k] =
Pdk (1 − Pd )M −k
(19)
k

P r[R(s)|K = k] ∼

2(M +1)R − 1
SN R

k−|R(s)|
Pd
ri ∈R(s)

λsri
ri ∈R(s)

(20)

P r[I < R|R(s), K = k] as SN R → ∞ is given by
λsri
ri ∈R(s)

(12)

2(M +1)R − 1
SN R
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(21)

R(s) ri ∈R(s)

ri ∈R(s)

2(M +1)R − 1
∼
SN R

R(s) ri ∈R(s)

M Pd +1

Pd λ ri d
ri ∈R(s)

−2

10

−4

out

10

−6

10

−8

In (18), instead of averaging over all possible K, by simply
taking E[K] = M Pd as the number of relaying nodes, a
simple approximation of the outage probability as SN R → ∞
can be obtained:

where ΓA is given by

λsri ×
λsd

Perfect Spectrum Acquistion
Imperfect Spectrum Acquistion (approx)
Imperfect Spectrum Acquistion

10

with |R(s)| ∈ [0, k]. For λri d = λrd and λsri = λsr , ∀i, ΓI
is given by


k

k
|R(s)|
k−|R(s)|
(λsr )
λsd
(λrd )
|R(s)|
|R(s)|=0
(24)
1
|R(s)|
× Pd
(|R(s)| + 1)!

Pout

0

10

P

Substituting (19), (20), and (21) into (18), the outage probability of the imperfect spectrum acquisition is given by

k+1 
M

2(M +1)R − 1
M
Pdk (1 − Pd )M −k ΓI
Pout ∼
k
SN R
k=0
(22)
In (22), ΓI is given by

1
(23)
λsri
Pd λ ri d
λsd
(|R(s)| + 1)!

ΓA

(25)

1
(|R(s)| + 1)!

(26)

with |R(s)| ∈ [0, M Pd ]. For λri d = λrd and λsri = λsr , ∀i,
ΓA is given by

M Pd  

M Pd 
|R(s)|
M Pd −|R(s)|
(λsr )
(λrd )
λsd
|R(s)|
|R(s)|=0
(27)
1
|R(s)|
× Pd
(|R(s)| + 1)!
The approximate outage probability for the imperfect scenario
can serve as a upper bound of the exact outage probability and
a simple method for evaluating the diversity performance of
the system. We note that the imperfect spectrum acquisition
scenario does not achieve full diversity.
3) Imperfect Spectrum Acquisition with Intra-Cluster Cooperation: We have observed that the previous scenario does
not achieve full diversity due to less than perfect spectrum
acquisition performance. The natural question to ask then is
whether we can improve the outage performance by having
neighboring nodes cooperate with the potential cognitive node
by sharing spectrum sensing information. This is termed intracluster cooperation. We assume that all cooperating nodes
employ the same energy detector and the same decision rule
as described in Section III. In this paper, we will adopt the
decision rule that for N cooperating nodes independently
sensing the beacon, the potential relay node decides in favor
of the presence of a spectrum hole if at least one of the
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Fig. 2. Outage Probabilities at high SNR region: R = 1, Pf = 10−2 ,
λpr = 10dB, M = 4, u = 5, λsd = λsri = λri d = 1

cooperating nodes detects it. The probabilities of detection and
false-alarm for the intra-cluster cooperation are then given by
Cd = 1 − (1 − Pd )N +1 ,

Cf = 1 − (1 − Pf )N +1

(28)

where Pd and Pf are given in (6) and (7). The outage
performance as SN R → ∞ is obtained by (22) with the
new probabilities of detection and false-alarm. With the intracluster cooperation, as more nodes cooperate, the outage
performance improves and the system gets close to obtaining
full diversity.
It can be shown that given M and Cd , full diversity can
be achieved if there are N cooperating nodes, in each cluster
satisfying the following:
Ω(M, SN R, Cd , N ) ≈ 1

(29)

where Ω(M, SN R, Cd , N ) is given by

k−M 
M
1  2(M +1)R − 1
M
Cdk (1 − Cd )M −k ΓI
k
ΓP
SN R
k=0
(30)
Equation (29) serves as a design rule: we can determine
the number of cooperating nodes necessary to have (30)
sufficiently close to 1 and conclude that having at least that
many cooperating nodes will achieve full diversity. It can
easily be seen that when Cd becomes close to one, (29) is
satisfied and we can find the corresponding necessary number
of cooperating nodes numerically.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we present numerical results to support
our analysis. Figure 2 shows the outage probability of a
cognitive wireless relay network. As expected, unlike the
perfect spectrum acquisition scenario, the imperfect scenario
does not achieve full diversity.
Figure 3 shows the outage probabilities of all three scenarios
and the impact of intra-cluster cooperation. We observe that
as the total number of cooperating nodes, N , increases, the
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relay nodes acquire the spectrum holes. We have shown that
when the potential relay nodes always acquire the available
spectrum hole successfully, full diversity is achieved. On the
other hand, when the spectrum acquisition is not always
guaranteed, full diversity is not achieved. Inspired by this
performance deficiency, we have investigated intra-cluster
cooperation, which allows the neighboring relay nodes in a
cluster to collaborate with a potential relay node in acquiring
the spectrum hole. The intra-cluster cooperation is shown to
improve the outage performance. Full diversity is achieved if
the proper number of neighboring relay nodes in each cluster
participate in intra-cluster cooperation.
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Fig. 3. Outage Probabilities at high SNR region: R = 1, Cf = 10−2 ,
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outage performance improves. Specifically, for N = 10, the
imperfect scenario achieves full diversity.
Figure 4 plots Ω(M, SN R, Cd , N ) for M = 4 and SN R =
40dB. We observe that N ≥ 10 is sufficient to achieve fulldiversity, consistent with observation in Figure 3. We also
observe that increasing N well beyond 10 does not help. We
note that (30) requires calculation of ΓI and ΓP . One can get
an approximation by ignoring these terms. We observe that
this approximation, also shown in Figure 4, is quite close to
the exact value.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the outage performance
of cognitive wireless relay networks where a single sourcedestination pair is assisted by a group of cognitive relay
nodes employing regenerative decode and forward. We have
considered three scenarios depending on how the cognitive
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